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Using Trade Books Across the Curriculum

PROFESSIONAL BOOKS
Book Love – Penny Kittle
CAFÉ Book – Joan Moser and Gail Boushey
Catching Readers Before They Fall – Pat Johnson
Choice Words – Peter Johnston
Cracking Open the Author’s Craft – Lester Laminack
Comprehension & Collaboration – Stephanie Harvey and Harvey Daniels
Comprehension Experience – Dorsey Hammond
Comprehension From the Ground Up – Sharon Taberski
Comprehension Going Forward – Eliin Oliver Keene et al.
Content Area Writing – Harvey Daniels
Daily Five – Gail Boushey & Joan Moser
Focus – Mike Schmoker
Good to Great Teaching – Mary Howard
Literacy and Learning Lessons from a Longtime Teacher – Regie Routman
Mentor Texts – Lynn Dorfman
More Than Guided Reading – Cathy Mere
One Child at a Time – Pat Johnson
Opening Minds – Peter Johnston
Preventing Misguided Reading – Janet Miller Burkins
Readicide – Kelly Gallagher
Reading Essentials – Regie Routman
Reality Checks – Tony Stead
RTI From All Sides – Mary Howard
Smart Answers to Tough Questions – Elaine Garan
What Really Matters in Response to Intervention – Richard Allington

ABC BOOKS
Aa is for Aardvark – Mark Schulman
A B C for You and Me – Meg Girmis
A, My Name is Andrew – Mary McManus Burke
Autumn: An Alphabet Acrostic - Steven Schmur (series)
Ben Franklin: His Wit and Wisdom From A to Z – Alan Schroeder
Prairie Alphabet – Yvette Moore
Read Anything Good Lately – Susan Allen and Jane Lindman
Superhero ABC- Bob McLeod
Walk in the Rainforest – Kristin Joy Pratt
Written Anything Good Lately – Susan Allen and Jane Lindman

PATTERN BOOKS
Bark, George – Jules Feiffer
Cow Who Loves cookies – Karma Wilson
Fortunately – Remy Charlip
I Ain’t Gonna Paint No More – Beumont Karen
It’s A tiger – David LaRochelle
King Bidgood’s in the Bathtub – Audrey Wood
OK Book - Amy Krause Rosenthal
Pete the Cat – Eric Litwin
Punk Farm - Jarrett Krosoczka
Rhyming Dust Bunnies – Jan Thomas
Taking a Bath With the Dog & Other Things That Make Me Happy – Scott Menchin
We’re Going on a Lion Hunt – David Axtell
What Are You So Grumpy About? – Tom Lichtenfeld
When I Was Five – Arthur Howard

LITERACY / SCHOOL TIE-INS
Beautiful Oops – Barney Saltzberg
Bee Tree – Patricia Polacco
Dot – Peter Reynolds
Henry and the Buccaneers – Carolyn Crimi
Henry and the Crazed Chicken Pirates – Carolyn Crimi
How to Teach a Slug to Read – Susan Pearson
I Don’t Like to Read – Nancy Carlson
I Hate Reading - Arthur and Henry Bacon
I Will Make Miracles – Susie Morgenstern
Ish – Peter Reynolds
It’s A Book – Lane Smith
It’s A Little Book - Lane Smith
Junkyard Wonders – Patricia Polacco
Library Mouse – Daniel Kirk
Miss Malarkey Leaves No Reader Behind – Judy Finchler
More Than Anything Else – Marie Bradley
Open This Book – Jesse Klausmeier
Pirate Treasure Hunt – Jan Peck
Plot Chickens – Mary Jane and Herman Auch
Rocket Writes a Story – Tad Hills
So Few Of Me – Peter Reynolds
Souperchicken – Mary Jane and Herm Auch
Splot the Plot – J. Patrick Lewis
Testing Miss Malarkey – Judy Finchler
Thank You Mr. Falker – Patricia Polacco
We’re Going On a Book Hunt – Pat Miller
We’re In A Book – Mo Willems
What Are You Doing? – Elisa Armando
Winston the Book Wolf – Marni McGee

LANGUAGE ARTS
Author – Helen Lester
Best Part of Me – Wendy Ewald
Big, Bigger, Biggest – Nancy Coffelt
Case of the Incapacitated capitals – Robin Pulver
Chocolate Moose for Dinner – Fred Gwynne
Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do: Kathryn Heling and Deborah Hembrook
Don’t Say Ain’t – Irene Smalls
Dory Story – Jerry Pallotta
Double Trouble in Walla Walla – Andrew Clements
E-mergency! – Tom Lichtenheld
First Year Letters – Julie Dannenberg
Granddaughter Necklace – Sharon Dennis Wyeth
Hello Bumblebee Bat – Patricia Wynne
How To Be – Lisa Brown
I Wanna Iguana – Karen Kaufman
If You’re Not From the Prairie – David Bouchard
Important Book – Margaret Wise Brown
King Who Rained – Fred Gwynne
Meet the Meerkat – Patricia Wynne
Mom & Dad Are Palindromes – Mark Schulman
Motel of the Mysteries – David Macaulay
My Brave year of Firsts – Jamie Leecurtis
My Dog is as Smelly as Dirty Socks – Hanoch Piven
My Friend is as Sharp as a Pencil – Hanoch Piven
Mysteries of Harris Burdick – Chris Van Allsburg
Once Upon a Time…The End – Geoffrey Klocke
Polka Dot Penguin Pottery – Lenore Look
Punctuation Celebration – Elisa Knight Bruno
Raf – Anke De Vries
Ralph Tells a Story – Abby Hanlon
Scaredy Squirrel Finds a Friend – Melanie Watt
Silent Letters Loud and Clear – Robin Pulver
Ten Things I Love About You – Daniel Kirk
This Plus That – Amy Rosenthal
Thank You Miss Doover – Robin Pulver
Who is Melvin Bubble – Nick Gruel
You Have To Write – Janet Wong
Zooza Palooza – Gene Baretta

SOCIAL STUDIES
Abraham Lincoln Comes Home – Robert Burleigh
Abe Lincoln Crosses a Creek – Deborah Hopkinson
Abe Lincoln’s Dream – Lane Smith
America the Beautiful: Together We Stand – Katherine Lee Bates
And the Soldiers Sang – J. Patrick Lewis
At Ellis Island – Louise Peacock
Cheyenne Again – Eve Bunting
Colonial Voices Hear Them Speak – Kay Winters
Dear Benjamin Banneker – Andrea Davis Pinkney
Dear Willie Rudd – Libba Moore Gray
Discovery of the Americas – Betsy and Guilio Maestro
Encounter – Jane Yolen
Erika’s Story – Ruth Vander Zee
Fire at the Triangle Factory – Holly Littlefield
Follow the Drinking Gourd – Jeannette Winters
Franklin and Winston – Douglas Wood
Freedom on the Menu – Carole Boston Weatherford
From Slave Ship to Freedom – Julius Lester
George Washington’s Teeth – Deborah Chandra
Grace For President – Kelly Di Puchio
Heart on Fire – Ann Malaspina
Hope and Tears: Ellis Island Voices – Gwenyth Swain
How They Croaked – George Bragg
I Feel Better With a Frog in My Throat – Carolyn Beccia
I Lay My Stitches Down – Cynthia Gradie
Irena’s Jars of Secrets – Maecia Vaughan
Just the Way We Are – Connie Nordhielm Wooldridge
Katie’s Trunk – Ann Turner
Leah’s Pony – Elizabeth Friedrich
Legend of Old Abe: Civil War Eagle – Kathy-jo Wargin
Luba, the Angel of Bergen-Belsen
Marching With aunt Susan – Claire Rudolf Murphy
Mississippi Morning – Ruth Vander Zee
Molly Bannaky – Alice McGill
Monsieur Marceau: Linda Schubert:
My Map Book – Sara Fanelli
Netties Trip South – Ann Turner
Now and Ben – Gene Baretta
One Thousand Tracings – Lita Judge
Passage to Freedom – Ken Mochizuk
Patrol – Walter Dean Myers
Remember – Toni Morrison
Seed by Seed – Esme Raji Codell
Sit –In – Andrea Pinkney
Star of Fear, Star of Hope – Jo Hoestlandt
Terrible Things, An Allegory of the Holocaust – Eve Bunting
Thank You, Sarah – Laurie Halse Anderson
The Bracelet – Yoshiko Uchida
Uncle Jed’s Barbershop – Margaree Mitchell
Underground – Shane Evans
Unspoken – Henry Cole
Voices of the Dust Bowl – Sherry Garland
White Socks Only – Evelyn Coleman
White Water – Michael Bandy
Woman For President – Kathleen Krull
Words Set Me Free – Lesa Cline-Ransome
Yellow Star – Carmen Agra Deedy

MULTICULTURAL
14 Cows For America – Carmen Agra Deedy
Afghan Dreams – Tony O’Brien
Beatrice’s Goat – Page McBrier
Biblioburro – Jeanette Winter
Carpet Boy’s Gift – Pegi Dietz Shea
Day GoGo Got to Vote – Elinor Butezat Sisulu
Dia’s Story Cloth – Dia Chu
Dreams Around the World – Takashi Owaki
Four Feet, Two Sandals – Karen Lynn Williams
Hamzat’s Journey – Anthony Robinson
Hands Around the Library – Susan Roth
How They Croaked – Georgia Bragg
If the World Were A Village – David Smith
Let’s Talk About Race – Julius Lester
Little Treasures – Jacqueline Ogburn
Little Yellow Bottle – Angele DeLuna
Mangrove Tree – Susan L. Roth
Marianthe’s Story – Aliki
Milestones Project – Dr. Richard Steckel
Mirror – Jeannie Baker
My Name is Sangoel – Karen Lynn Williams
Nasreen’s Secret School – Jeanette Winter
Sister Anne’s Hands – Marybeth Lorbicki
Waiting for the Owl’s Call – Gloria Whelan
Walking to School – Eve Bunting
Who Belongs Here? – Marilyn Burns Knight

BIOGRAPHIES
Aaron Rodgers – Jeff Savage
Abe’s Honest Words – Doreen Rappaport
Alfred Nobel: The Man Behind the Peace Prize – Kathy-Jo Wargin
Annie and Helen – Deborah Hopkinson
Ballons Over Broadway – Melissa Sweet
Bill The Boy Wonder: Secret Co-Creator of Batman – Marc Tyler Nobleman
Boy Who Harnessed The Wind – William Kamkwamba and Bryan Mealer
Clay Matthews – Jeff Savage
Coretta Scott – Ntozake Shange
Eleanor Quiet No More – Doreen Rappaport
Fartiste – Kathleen Krull
Fifty Cents and a Dream – Jabari Asim
From the Good Mountain: How Gutenberg Changed the World – James Rumford
Gabby Douglas – Jon M. Fishman
Helen’s Big World – Doreen Rappaport
Hoop Genius: How a Desperate Teacher Invented Basketball – John Coy
If You Spent a day With Thoreau at Walden Pond – Robert Burleigh
Jack’s Path of Courage – Doreen Rappaport
John’s Secret Dream – Doreen Rapport
Martin’s Big Words – Doreen Rappaport
Michelle – Deborah Hopkinson
Miracle Mud: Leon Blackmore & the Secret That Changed Baseball: David Kelly
Monsieur Marceau – Leda Schubert
Nelson Mandela - Kadir Nelson
Noah Webster and His Words – Jeri Chase Ferris
Obama: Only In America – Carole Boston Weatherford
She Loved Baseball : The Effa Manley Story – Audrey Vernick
Wilma Unlimited – Kathleen Krull
12 Rounds to Glory: Story of Muhammad Ali – Charles Smith

SCIENCE
Ask Dr. K.Fisher series – Claire Llewellyn
Boy, We’re We Wrong About the Dinosaurs – Kathleen Kudlinski
Chewy, Gooey. Rumble, Plop – Steve Alton
Dear Rebecca, Winter is Here – Jean Craighead George
Emperor’s Egg – Martin Jenkins
Everybody Needs a Rock – Byrd Baylor
Lifetimes – David Rice
Longest Night – Marion Dane Bauer
Moon Bear – Brenda Z. Guiberson
Ocean Is – Kathleen Kranking
Postcards from Pluto – Loreen Leedy
Q is for Quark – David Schwartz
Rock is Lively – Dianna Hutts aston
This is Your Life Cycle – Heather Miller
Wanda’s Roses – Pat Brisson
What Do You Do With A Tail Like This – Steve Jenkins
What is a Scientist? –Barbara Lehn
Why? – Lila Trap
Zinnia’s Flower Garden – Monica Wellington
Zoo in the Sky – Jacqueline Mitton
FRACTURED FAIRY TALES

- Chickerella – Mary Jane and Herm Auch
- Cinder Edna – Ellen Jackson
- Eensy Weensy Spider Freaks Out – Big Time – Troy Cummings
- Fanny’s Drean – Caralyn Buehner
- Goldilocks and the Three Dinosaurs – Mo Willems
- Goldilocks Returns – Lisa Campbell Ernst
- Ivan the Terrible – Peter Callanato
- Princess and the Pizza – Mary Jane Auch
- Raisel’s Riddle – Erica Silverman
- Rumplestiltskin’s Daughter – Diane Stanley
- Snow White in New York – Fiona French
- What Time Is It Grandma Wolf– Ken Brown

POETRY

- Book of Animal Poetry – Edited by J. Patrick Lewis
- Book Speak – Laura Purdie Salas
- Dear Hot Dog – Mordocai Gerstein
- Dirt on My Shirt – Jeff Foxworthy
- Dogku – Andrew Clements
- Every Second Something Happens – Christine San Jose
- Falling Down the Page – George Heard
- If You’re Not Here, Please Raise Your Hand – Kalli Dakos
- Kids’ Poems – Regie Routman
- Last Laughs – J. Patrick Lewis
- Lunch Money – Carol Diggory Shields
- Messing Around on the Monkey Bars – Betsy Franco
- Mirror Mirror – Marilyn Singer
- Pablo Neruda: Poet of the People – Monica Brown
- Peaceful Pieces: Poema and Quilts About Piece – Anna Grossnickle Hines
- Poke In The Eye – Paul Janeczko
- Rainbows Head Lice and Pea-Green Tile – Brod Bagert
- Shout: Little Poems That Roar – Brod Bagert
- Truckery Rhymes – John Scieszka
- Underwear Salesman – Patrick J. Lewis
- When Thunder Comes: Poems for Civil Rights Leaders – J. Patrick Lewis

BIBLIOTHERAPY

- Amelia’s Road – Linda Jacobs Altman
- Birdy’s Smile – Laurie Keller
- Bully – Patricia Polacco
- Bullying and Me – Ousie Shapiro
- Each Kindness – Jacqueline Woodson
- Edwardo, the Horriblest Boy in the Whole Wide World – John Burmingham
- Elbert’s Bad Word – Audrey and Don Wood
Enemy Pie – Derek Munson
Father Like That – Charloette Zolotow
Feathers – Heather Forest
Girl Who Never Made Mistakes – Mark Pett
Golden Rule – Ilene Cooper
Grandpa’s Wrinkles – Kathryn England
How Are We Are smart – W. Nikola-Lisa
If I Never Forever Endeavor – Holly Meade
In Our Mother’s House – Patricia Polacco
It’s Okay to be Different – Todd Parr
Lemonade Club – Patricia Polacco
Mick Harte Was Here – Barbara Park
OK Book – Amy Krouse Rosenthal
One Of Us – Peggy Moss
Playing War – Kathy Beckwith
Sarah’s Little Ghosts – Thierry Robberecht
Say Something – Peggy Moss
So Close – Natalia Colombo
Teddy Bear – David McPhail
That Summer – Tony Johnston
Those Shoes - Maribeth Boelts
We Want You to Know – Deborah Ellis
Weezer Changes the World – David McPhail
What Are You So Grumpy About? – Tom Lichtenheld
What If? Laura Vaccaro Seeger
What If Everybody Did That? – Ellen Janvernick
What If Your Best Friend Were Blue? – Vera Kochan